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1. Text files (.doc, .docx) are to be sent by email to editors dr Michał Wanke 
michal.wanke@uni.opole.pl and dr Katarzyna Molek-Kozakowska 
molekk@uni.opole.pl simultaneously not later than 30 September 2018. 

2. As your submission is a candidate for special issue Crossing Borderlands of 
Academia of Polish Borderland Studies, please indicate in the abstract and in the 
overall framing of your argument or study how you approach the issue of 
transgressing various borders in the domain of academic research or teaching you are 
exploring.  

3. If you are not a native speaker of English please have your text carefully proof-read. 
Please use American English spelling and punctuation consistently. 

4. The name of the author and his/her academic affiliation, and bionote must be given 
on the separate title page of the article. The other pages should not contain anything 
that identifies the author. 

5. Order your submission in the following way: TITLE PAGE: Title, Author, Affiliation, 
Bionote with contact details; MANUSCRIPT: Title, Abstract, Keywords, Main text, 
Reference list, Acknowledgements; APPENDIX: (in Polish, if you can provide it) 
Title/Abstract/Keywords.  

6. Please use standard text formatting: font Times New Roman 12, line spacing 1,5, 
margins 2,5 cm. Headings must be in bold. Quotations must be in double inverted 
commas. Do not use any special formatting.  

7. The preferred length of articles with such a formatting is 15-20 pages. 
8. Put in-text references in square brackets [surname date:page]. Footnotes should be 

placed at the bottom of the page; they should include additional information, not 
references. 

9. The list of references list should be organized alphabetically according to authors’ 
surnames. If there are more works of the same author cited, they should be organized 
chronologically. Please follow the APA style http://www.apastyle.org/.  

10. If in doubt please see archived articles on the journal’s webpage 
http://pogranicze.uni.opole.pl/show.php?id=33&lang=en&m=2 

11. Submissions will be evaluated by issue editors and journal editors, and will undergo a 
double blind peer-review and technical evaluation before acceptance for publication. 

 
 


